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ABSTRACT

Wireless sensor networks (WSN) have emerged in many applications as a platform to collect data and monitor a specified area with minimal human intervention. The initial deployment of WSN sensors forms a network that consists of randomly distributed devices/nodes in a known space. Advancements have been made in low-power micro-electronic circuits, which have allowed WSN to be a feasible platform for many applications. However, there are two major concerns that govern the efficiency, availability, and functionality of the network—power consumption and fault tolerance. This paper introduces a new algorithm called Power Efficient Cluster Algorithm (PECA). The proposed algorithm reduces the power consumption required to setup the network. This is accomplished by effectively reducing the total number of radio transmission required in the network setup (deployment) phase. As a fault tolerance approach, the algorithm stores information about each node for easier recovery of the network should any node fail. The proposed algorithm is compared with the Self Organizing Sensor (SOS) algorithm; results show that PECA consumes significantly less power than SOS.
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1. INTRODUCTION AND RELATED WORK

A wireless sensor network (WSN) is a form of network that consists of randomly distributed devices/nodes in a known space. Each node is typically equipped with radio transceiver, power source (usually a battery), processor, memory and/or other wireless communication device such as GPS receiver. WSN was originally developed for military purposes in the battle field. For example in a rescue operation these sensors that can be dropped by an airplane prior the actual operation, can reduce the risk of the operations by having the rescue crew aware of the overall situation (Akkaya, 2005). However, the development of such networks has encouraged the healthcare, industrial, environmental and other industries to utilize this technology. The size of each sensor node varies from 1 foot squared box to the size of a golf ball.

There are few challenges that faces the routing protocols, and hence the network formation
in WSN. 1) Although in some applications the nodes’ locations in Wireless Sensor Networks (WSN) is known and prefixed, however, the majority uses random distribution of nodes, which makes it difficult since the locations of the nodes are unknown. 2) The data flow from multiple nodes to a central base station. 3) Data redundancy since many nodes could sense the same phenomena and hence producing redundant data. 4) Last and most important of all, is the power constraint and the limitation of radio transmission and communications among the WSN nodes (Akkaya, 2005).

According to Akkaya (2005) power consumption in WSN is closely related to its architectural issues, that is 1) Network dynamics, 2) Network deployment, 3) Energy consideration, 4) Data Delivery Model, 5) Node Capabilities, and 6) Data aggregation. The WSN formation and setup has a great influence on power consumption and hence the network life time.

The main contribution of this paper is a new algorithm that significantly reduces the power consumption during the setup of a wireless sensor network, and hence prolongs the network life. This solution relies on GPS technology to locate each node in the network. According to Sivaradje (2006) this may be a limitation especially in the urban areas were GPS signals are estimated to be around 15-40% less accurate due to magnetic disturbances, masking, unfavorable error propagation and other line of sight limitations. On the other hand WSN is normally applied in areas where human intervention is not probable; therefore the urban areas limitation is considered a major limitation.

Normally WSN nodes are distributed in an environment in which usual maintenance of the node is very difficult or highly undesirable, therefore the power source within the node is only and most valuable resource since it cannot be replaced. Hence keeping the network alive by using minimum resources is a big challenge (Pemmaraju, 2006). The transmission of data between WSN nodes consumes most of the node’s power. One way to reduce this consumption is by grouping nodes into small groups within the transmission range of each node (cluster). Each cluster has a cluster-head that is usually at the center of the cluster radius and has the largest number of nodes within its transmission range (Guru, 2004). Figure 1 illustrates clustering in WSN.

The cluster approach normally puts a large constraint on the cluster head since it is the communication center, and hence loses its battery power rapidly (Shin, 2006). The cluster algorithms in WSN aim to build the network in a way in which data can be transferred between the network and base station with minimum radio transmission to reduce power consumption, on the other hand good algorithms must also build the network with maximum fault tolerance rate possible, which is another challenge beside power consumption (Kumar, 2006).

There are two main types of routing protocols in WSN, 1) the Data-Centric, and 2) the Clustering-Based approaches. The Data-Centric approach is reliable and robust solution to WSN, however despite many attempts to reduce the power consumption it is still power hungry approach, also due to its design it suffers relative delay in relaying the collected data to the base station. The clustering based approach on the other hand is more energy aware protocol, where many of the radio transmissions required in the data-centric approach is waved and compromised by a dedicated cluster node that forwards the collected data to another cluster node till the base station is reached (Akyildiz, 2002).

Many algorithms were introduced in the literature for the clustering of WSN (Shin, 2006), for example, Low- Energy Adaptive Clustering Hierarchy (LEACH). This protocol is self-organizing, that uses the clustering techniques to form the network. The principle idea behind this protocol is the random rotating of cluster heads in the network, which is divided into two phases, namely, the setup and the transmission phases. The idea is to reduce the power consumption and prolong the lifetime of the network by reducing the load on the cluster heads that normally drain the power due to the overwhelming radio transmission (Heinzelman, 2000).
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